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Abstract: Brain computer interfaces (BCIs) hold great promise for the restoration of function for individuals with paralysis. Existing work decodes movement intentions from neural firing rates measured with implants in primary motor cortex (M1). Decoding requires a map from firing rate to movement intention, developed either through imagery and/or co-adaptive learning strategies. For individuals with neurodegenerative diseases, effective mapping strategies could be developed while motor function is still present. To study this paradigm, we are working with a 50-year-old woman with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) & weakness of all 4 limbs, but with some retained arm & hand function. At Stanford, as part of the BrainGate2 (FDA IDE) multi-site pilot clinical trial, we implanted an array of 100 electrodes (Blackrock Microsystems) in the “hand knob” region of M1. In initial offline studies, firing rates were recorded from these electrodes while the participant controlled a
computer cursor via physical movement to acquire targets in 2 dimensions (X & Y). Targets appeared one at a time on a 5x5 grid & target presentation order was randomized. The participant was instructed to acquire & hold each target for 500 ms. The cursor was controlled by 1 of 5 possible motor output configurations. Neural data from each control mode was linearly regressed to reconstruct X & Y velocity in 50 ms bins. R-values for cross-validated data were computed as a measure of fit quality. In summary, the control modes (& R-values for X & Y, respectively): computer mouse (0.14, 0.31), index finger on a touchpad (0.28, 0.51), wrist flexion/extension (f/e) for X & wrist ulnar/radial (u/r) deviation for Y control (0.16, 0.30), index finger f/e for X & wrist u/r deviation for Y (0.58, 0.10), thumb f/e for X & index finger f/e for Y (0.24, 0.36)

Based on this analysis, index finger touchpad control was used for initial parameter training of a Kalman filter based neural control algorithm. Using this algorithm in an eight target center-out-and-back acquisition task, the participant successfully acquired & held 92% of peripheral targets for 500 ms with a mean (+/- st.d.) acquisition time of 1.2 (+/- 0.76) s. With respect to visual angle, targets were 5.8 degrees in diameter & were 8.7 degrees from the center target and had to be acquired within 7 s. These results are an initial demonstration of the use of residual motor function to inform BCI design and represent a high level of cursor control performance relative to existing clinical trial experience. Further investigation will assess algorithmic methods for advancing system performance & the feasibility of sustaining performance as motor degeneration progresses.
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